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The present inventici relates to drums and more partic
ularly to single head drums without a shell, referred to
silei Stage 5, 195i Se'. No. 54,755

herein as shell-less drums.

Drums are inherently relatively large and hard to han

O

die and carry and often interfere with the drummer's
ability to maneuver effectively in executing various

marching formations and in performing with precision
certain movements of the druin and di'in attachments.

As a result of these difficulties, drun sections of a band
are required to undergo extensive driiling and practice or

are limited to only tha relatively simple formations. in

addition, with the conventional dual head druins it is

often difficult to tune the two heads to obtain proper
resonance between the two heads, particularly by inex
perienced drummers, thus frequently resulting in poor
souild-tone quality in the individual druins and poor

harmony between the dry is in the druin Section. It is
therefore one of the principal objects of the investion to
provide a construction and design for druins which per
mit complete freedom of aneuverability of the drum
ner and manipulation of the dirt in through various move
ments by the drummer during marching aid during the
execution of complicated and intricate formations, and
to provide a drum which is relatively light in weight,
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attractive in appearance and easy to adjust for optimum

tone quality.

Another object of the invention is to provide a single

head druin without a shell in which the fixtures for ten 35

sioning the head are confined within the rim in places of

easy access, and the sourid control devices and incdifiers
are positioned beneath the head where they will riot in
terfere with the movements of the drum or the drummer,
and will not detract from the appearance of the drum.
Still another object of the invention is to provide a
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easier to hardie and carry than the respective or cont

parable conventional druria, and which is more compact,
sturdy and durable and requires substantially less adjust
ing and service to maintain it in proper playing condition.
Another object of the invention is to provide a drum
on which the adjusting fixtures, sound control device and
special or extra Souild attachments can be easily mounted
on the drum structure within convenient reach of the
drummer and without interfering with the normal play
ing of the drum, and on which various types of sound
control devices and special and extra sound attachtments
can be S&lectively mounted and used as the arrangement
requires.
. .. . . . .
Another object is to provide a novel head tensioning
construction and Snare device which can easily and effec
tively be adjusted to obtain the optimurn tone quality and
performance.
Additional objects and advantages of the invention will

shown in FIGURES 2 and 3;
Fig JRE 5 is a side elevational view of the Snare drum
shown in the preceding figures;

FGURE 6 is an enlarged fragmentary cross sectional
view of the drunn showii in FiGURE 3, taken on line
6-3 of the latter figure;
FIGURE 7 is an enlarged view of the snare strainer
or carrying device used on the snare drum shown in the
preceding figures;
FIGURE 8 is a side elevational view of the Snare carry
ing device shown in FEGURE 7:
FIG tJRE 9 is a pian view of the snare carrying device
of FIGURES 7 and 8 from the side opposite that shown
in FIG J2E 7; and
FIGURE 10 is an einlarged fragmentary partial cross
sectional view of the druin, taken on line 18-i() of FIG
URE 4 showing a portion of the latching mechanisin used
in conjunction wtin the Snare carrying device.
Referring more specifically to the drawings and to
FG JRES 1 and 2 in particular, numeral 2 designates
a narching bass drun ein bodying my invention supported

by the drummer with a spinner or twirling rig E4, and
numeral 16 designates a marching snare drum supported
by the drummer with shoulder straps 3 aid leg rest 23.
The basic construction of the two drums 2 and 6 is
the same, the primary difference being the size of the
run and certain basic parts thereof. The present in
vention is applicable to a number of different types of
druins, including the marching bass drum of the type
shown in FGURE 1, the marching snare drum of the
type shown in FGURE 2, marching tenor drum, dance

bass drum, dance torn tons, and a number of other types,
various minor changes being required in adapting the

shell-less drum which can be carried away from the
drunanier's body and above the normal incvement of the
drummer's legs and yet which can be held in the same

position for playing as the conventional marching bass,
Sinare or tenor druins.
A further object of the invertion is to provide a drum
of relatively simple construction which is quicker and
more responsive to the strikirig of the drum sticks and
cither drum playing inctrurients and which has a more
pure sound tone than the conventional drum.
Another object of the invention is to provide a family
of drins, each of which is much lighter in weight and

becoine apparent from the following description and ac
companying drawings, wherein:
FIGURE 1 is a perspective view of a marching bass
drum mounted on a spinner or twirling rig device car
Fied by the drummer, embodying the present invention;
FIGURE 2 is a perspective view of a marching snare
ruin embodying the present invention:
FEGURE 3 is an enlarged top plan view of the snare
drufi shown in FEGURE 2;
FIGURE 4 is a botton plan view of the snare drum
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present invention to the various types of drums. While
the present drums inay be in many instances used with
conventional drum holders, a more satisfactory support
for the drums will uusally be obtained by special holders
or fixtures designed specifically for the present drum.
Since the basic construction is the same for the various
druns enumerated above, only the marching stare drum
will be described in detail herein, since certain special
advantages result from the use of the applicant's novel
structure therein.
The present drum of any one of the aforementioned
types consists of a rim 36 and a head assembly 32 Sup
ported within the confines of rim 36 by a rim reinforcing
ring Ci rib 34, and a plurality of tensioning fixtures 36
equally spaced around the inside of rim 33. The rim is
a ro: ind structure of metal sufficient in thickness to form a
rigid structure ranging in diameter from approximately
four to forty inches or larger, depending upon the type of
drun. Such as, for example, the dance tom toms usually
forming the Siljalier druins, and the dance, concert, or
Inarching bass drums forming the larger drums. Both

the internal and external surfaces of the rini are preferably
chrome plated or coated with any other suitable type of
tarnish resistant attractive material. The upper edge of
riil 35 of the Snare drum preferably contains an inwardly
extending fiange 33, attached integrally to the edge of the
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rin and forming a suitable surface for the drum sticks
to strike when the drummer taps the riri.
le dru II head assembly 32 consists of a head 43 of

as
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ti, 233
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any one of a number of well known extensively used drum
head materials joined integrally and firmly at its periph
eral edge to a ring 42, the external diameter of which is
only slightly less than the internal diameter of rim 30.
The head assembly consisting of head 40 and ring 42 is
assembled within rim 36 beneath reinforcing ring 34 with
the upper surface of ring 42 engaging the lower Surface
of ring 34. With the head assembly mounted in this nail
ner, a head tensioning ring 44 of slightly less external di

4.
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44. The end of bar 63 is tapered and contains a laterally
extending open end slot (4 for slipping laterally onto
screw $16, the bar being held firmly in place on the Screw
by spring 16 reacting between a washer £8 adjacent

5

ameter than the internal diameter of ring 34 is placed

beneath head 49 and forced upwardly against the linder
side of the head by fixtures 36. As ring 44 is pressed
upwardly and ring 42 is held in fixed position against the
lower surface of ring 34, the drummer adjusts the tension
on head 46 by tightening threaded tensioning rod 48 of
each fixture 36, the upper end of the rods engaging and
pressing against the lower surface of head tensioning ring
44. Fixtures 36 each contain a lug 50 having a vertical
hole therethrough for receiving rod 43 and having a
threaded stem 52 extending outwardly through suitably
located holes in rim 33. A nut 54 is tightened onto Stein
S2 to rigidly hold the respective fixture 35 on the internal
surface of rim 33. Rods 43 are provided with a head 56
for receiving a removable key (not shown) used in adjust
ing the tension on the head.
One of the special advantages of the present invention
is the fact that the fixtures for adjusting the tension on
the head and the snare and sound controls can be placed
beneath the head usually within the confines of rim 36.
The snare carrying device 68 is shown in detail in FiG
URES 7, 8 and 9, and consists of a plurality of Spring-like
snares 62 supported by and joined firmly to plates 64 and
33, which in turn are adjustably supported on a rigid bar
G3 by levers 70 and 72, respectively. Lever 78 is con
nected at one end to plate 64 by a bolt or rivet 74, and at
the other end to bar 68 by a relatively large bolt or rivet
76 forming the pivot means for the lever. Lever 72 is

connected at one end to plate 66 by a bolt or rivet 78,
and at the other end to a stem 80 by a screw 82 extend
ing through a hole in lever 72 and in stem 86 and form
ing a pivot means for lever 72. While the Snare carry
ing device is shown mounted at the center of the drum,
it may be offset to either side, and various types of snares,
other than the type shown, may be used satisfactorily in
the present device.
Levers 70 and 72 are flexible to permit the snares to
be moved inwardly and adjusted within limits toward and
away from the undersurface of head 40 by two pressure
adjustment screws 84 and 36, extending through threaded
holes in bar 68, and engaging the inner edge of the respec
tive plate 64 or 66 near the center thereof. Screws 84
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head is and a washer-like member 20, seated on the
end of bar 63. The snare carrying device can readily be
removed from its effective position by merely pivoting
bar 68, using handle 22, from the position shown in FIG
URE 4 to the position within the confines of Supporting
member 24. The bar is connected loosely to hinge 82
to permit it to pivot between the two positions mentioned.
When the snare carrying device has been moved to the
position within member 24, the adjacent end thereof
rests on finger 26 of member 24, and is thereby held
in spaced relation from the underside of the head, but
sufficiently close thereto that the device can again readily
be placed in operating position by merely shifting it to its
effective position on screw :: 2.
While various types of drum holding means may be
used, the Snare drum shown in the drawings is provided
with a leg rest attachment 36 consisting of a stem 32
connected at one end to rim 30 by bolts 134 and 36,
and supporting at the other end a leg engaging fixture
R38, the latter being pivotally adjusted on bolt .4) and
supported on stem 132 by a screw 142 and wing nut 44.
Lug 146 is provided in stem 32 to support the rod of
a drum hoider such as that disclosed in my copending
application Serial No. 821,758, now Patent No. 3,021,744.
The bass drum of FIGURE 1 is supported by the drummer
by a spinner rig having rigid shoulder bars 150 and 152,
and piate 54, the rig carrying a pivoting member 56
connected to drum 2. This spinner or twirling rig
permits the drum to be spun while the drummer is march

ing and playing the drum. When the present drums are
used in a dance band, suitable legs and fixtures, preferably
in the form of a saw horse, are attached to rim 36 on
opposite sides thereof to form a firm support for the drum.
A pedal can be attached to the rim in the same manner
as it is attached to the conventional dance bass drum.
While only one embodiment of the present invention
has been described in detail herein, various changes and
modifications may be made without departing from the
scope of the present invention.
I claim:

2. A shell-less drum comprising an annular rim of rigid
construction, an annular rib on the internal surface of

said rim secured rigidly thereto and spaced inwardly from
the two edges thereof, a disc-shaped head, a rigid ring
secured to the periphery of said head and seating on one
side of said rib, a tensioning ring of smaller diameter
than said first mentioned ring contacting the side of said
and 36 can be adjusted either in or out to provide the
head opposite said rib, a plurality of head tensioning fix
optimum Suare pressure on the head. Each adjustment tures
attached to the inside of said rim, each having an
screw is provided with a spring 88 for maintaining the
adjustment screw for engaging said tensioning ring for
proper adjusted position, and a head 90 for receiving a 55 urging
the head peripheral ring and tensioning ring apart
key used in making the adjustment. In order to increase
and
thereby
increasing the tension on the head, a snare
and decrease the tension on the snare, an adjustment de
device mounted on said drum including a bar pivotally
vice is provided consisting of member 80 and Srrew 82
mounted at one end on said tensioning ring and releas
and adjustment screw 94. Screw 82 is disposed in an
ably mounted at the other end of said tensioning ring and
eiongated slot 96, and screw 94 extends through member 60 extending
thereacross, a plurality of snares extending
30 and abuts against a fixed lug 98 rigidly secured to bar
parallel with said bar and supported thereon adjacent the
68 by a screw extending upwardly through the bar into
head by a fixture at each end movable toward and away
lug 98. It is seen that by rotating screw 94, member 88
from the head, an adjustment means carried by said bar
is noved longitudinally from right to left as seen in FIG
contacting said last mentioned fixtures for moving
URE 8 to increase or decrease the tension as required on 65 and
said Snares toward and away from said head, and a latch
the snares.
means for releasably retaining said snare device in operat
The entire Snare carrying device is mounted on head
ing position against said head.
tensioning ring 44, one end thereof being secured to the
2. A shell-less drum comprising an annular rim of rigid
ring by a hinged portion 132, and screws 404 and 206
extending through the butt of the hinge into the underside 70 construction, an annular shoulder secured rigidly thereto
and spaced inwardly from the two edges thereof, a head,
of ring 44. The hinge is provided to permit the snares to
a ring secured to the periphery of said head and seating
be removed from their position against the underside of on
shoulder, a tensioning ring of smaller diameter
head 49. The other end of the carrying device is sup thansaid
said
first mentioned ring contacting the side of said
ported on head tensioning ring 44 by a fixture consisting head opposite
said shoulder, a plurality of head tension
of a screw if threadedly received in a hole 12 in ring 75 ing fixtures attached
to the inside of said rim, each having
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an adjustment screw for engaging said tensioning ring
for urging the head peripheral ring and tensioning ring

apart and thereby increasing the tension on the head, a
snare device mounted on said drum including a bar
mounted at opposite ends on said tensioning ring and ex
tending thereacross, a snare extending parallel with said

5

6. A shell-less drum comprising a rim, a rib on the

bar and supported thereon, and an adjustment means for
moving said snare toward and away from said head.
3. A shell-less drum comprising an annular rim, an al

nular rib on the internal surface of said rim secured O

rigidly thereto and spaced inwardly from the two edges
thereof, a disc-shaped head, a ring secured to the periphery
of said head and seating on one side of said rib, a tension
ing ring of smaller diameter than said first mentioned ring
contacting the side of said head opposite said rib, a
plurality of head tensioning fixtures attached to the in
side of said rim, each having an adjustment screw for
engaging said tensioning ring for urging the head periph
eral ring and tensioning ring apart and thereby increasing

the tension on the head, and a snare device mounted on
said drum on the same side of the head as said tensioning

ring and attached at opposite ends on said tensioning ring.
4. A shell-less drum comprising an annular rim, an
annular rib on the internal surface of said rim, secured
rigidly thereto, a disc-shaped head, a ring secured to the
periphery of said head and seating on said rib, a tension
ing ring of smaller diameter than said first mentioned ring
contacting the side of said head opposite said rib, and
a plurality of head tensioning fixtures attached to the in
side of said rim, each having an adjustment screw for en
gaging said tensioning ring for urging the head peripheral

ring and tensioning ring apart and thereby increasing the

tension on the head.

6

ring of smaller diameter than said first mentioned ring
contacting the side of said head opposite said shoulder,
and a plurality of head tensioning fixtures attached to the
inside of said rim engaging said tensioning ring for urg
ing the head peripheral ring and tensioning ring apart and
thereby increasing the tension on the head.
internal surface of said rim secured rigidly thereto, a head,
a ring secured to the periphery of said head and seating
on one side of said rib, a tensioning ring contacting the
side of said head opposite said rib, and a plurality of head

tensioning fixtures engaging said tensioning ring for urg

5
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ing the head peripheral ring and tensioning ring apart and
thereby increasing the tension on the head.
7. A drum comprising a rim, a rib on the internal sur
face of said rim secured rigidly thereto, a head, a ring
secured to the periphery of said head and seating on
one side of said rib, a tensioning ring contacting the
side of said head opposite said rib, and means for mov
ing said rib and ring relative to one another.
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